
  

WALLIX Bastion integration with IBM QRadar Security 

Intelligence Platform 

Stay ahead of emerging threats with IBM Security and WALLIX  
  

The IBM Security App Exchange 

provides organizations with: 

• Convenient web access to 

validated extensions to IBM 

Security solutions 

• Additional IBM® Security 

QRadar® correlation rules, 

dashboards, visualizations and 

third-party integrations 

• The ability to share content with 

industry peers to help eliminate 

threats 

IBM Security and WALLIX have joined forces on the IBM Security App Exchange to 

create better network defenses by detecting, alerting and responding quickly to 

cyber-attacks. 

Reduce risk with the WALLIX Bastion 

The WALLIX Bastion secures companies’ privileged accounts 

and supports them in their regulatory compliance efforts. It also 

allows organizations to collect data on privileged user activity and 

access to vital systems and to send activity logs into Security 

Information and Event Management (SIEM) platforms for further 

analysis. 

Through advanced contextualization of security events, the IBM 

Security QRadar DSM for the WALLIX Bastion allows SOC and 

Security teams to identify, detect, map and analyze privileged 

user behavior on critical assets to help quickly respond to 

cyberthreats. 
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Real-time visualization and user behavior 

intelligence: Security teams and SOCs can easily  

visualize and analyze all activity related not only to 

WALLIX Bastion users but also to WALLIX Bastion 

administrators. WALLIX Bastion is handled by IBM 

Security QRadar just like any other asset covered by 

the SIEM solution. 

  
Contextualization and correlation: Accountability 

of all privileged account actions is increased with the 

ability to track connections, generate statistical 

activity reports and audit logs, and correlate session 

metadata with contextual information. The joint 

solution provides IBM Security QRadar with detailed 

dashboards, context-relevant correlated information, 

and prioritized alerts that require immediate action in 

order to stop in real-time cyber-attacks (e.g., 

simultaneous multi-site connections for one user, an 

abnormal number of connections, abnormal changes 

in Bastion configuration, etc.). 

Discover the IBM Security App Exchange 

The IBM Security App Exchange is the premier 

collaboration site for sharing software 

enhancements, applications and extensions that 

complement IBM Security solutions. It enables 

security teams to access tools that improve 

visibility into threats, anomalies and malicious 

activity occurring on the network, while also 

expanding the mitigation and remediation 

capabilities deeply integrated in the IBM QRadar 

Security Intelligence Platform.  

For more information 

To learn more about the IBM Security App 

Exchange, please visit: apps.xforce.ibmcloud.com 

For more information about WALLIX please visit: 

www.wallix.com 
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